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Abstract 
 
This specification, in addition to the line-code-independent parameters specified in the 
VDSL Network Element Management Technical Report TR-057, is used for managing 
VDSL lines at the NE-EMS (Network Element to Element Management System) 
interface. 
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Notice: 
 
The DSL Forum is a non-profit corporation organized to create guidelines for DSL network 
system development and deployment.  This Technical Report has been approved by members of 
the Forum.  This document is not binding on the DSL Forum, any of its members, or any 
developer or service provider involved in DSL.  The document is subject to change, but only with 
approval of members of the Forum. 
©2005 Digital Subscriber Line Forum.  All Rights Reserved.   
DSL Forum technical reports may be copied, downloaded, stored on a server or otherwise re-
distributed in their entirety only.  
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, the DSL Forum makes no representation or warranty, 
expressed or implied, concerning this publication, its contents or the completeness, accuracy, or 
applicability of any information contained in this publication. No liability of any kind shall be 
assumed by the DSL Forum as a result of reliance upon any information contained in this 
publication. The DSL Forum does not assume any responsibility to update or correct any 
information in this publication.  
The receipt or any use of this document or its contents does not in any way create by implication 
or otherwise any express or implied license or right to or under any patent, copyright, trademark 
or trade secret rights which are or may be associated with the ideas, techniques, concepts or 
expressions contained herein. 
NOTE: The user's attention is called to the possibility that compliance with this report may 
require use of an invention covered by patent rights.  
By publication of this report, no position is taken with respect to the validity of the claim or of 
any patent rights in connection therewith. The patent holder has, however, filed a statement of 
willingness to grant a license under these rights on reasonable and nondiscriminatory terms and 
conditions to applicants desiring to obtain such a license. Details may be obtained from the 
publisher. 
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1 Introduction 
 
Managed objects are generally accessed through the use of the Simple Network 
Management Protocol (SNMP) and are required in numerous Auto-Configuration and 
Network Element Management specifications published by the DSL Forum. The 
Operations and Network Management Working Group of DSL Forum developed 
Technical Report – 057[1], “VDSL Network Element Management”, and defines the line-
code-independent parameters required for managing VDSL lines. 
 
This document is for MCM line-code-specific managed objects that can be optionally 
used in certain cases such as for diagnostics and per band management, if preferred. 

2 MCM Specific VDSL Configuration Parameters 
 
The line-code-specific parameters that may be used for configuring an MCM VDSL line 
are defined in an IETF RFC 4070 “Definitions of Managed Object Extension for Very 
High Speed Digital Subscriber Lines (VDSL) Using Multiple Carrier Modulation (MCM) 
Line Coding”.  This document is available at the following url  
 
http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc4070.html    
 
The parameters are defined per each band used in a line configuration.  It is assumed that 
line-code-specific configuration will be used only in special cases such as for testing, and 
may not be consistent with parameters configured through the Configuration Parameters 
of VDSL Network Element Management as described in TR-057 and RFC 3728[2]. 
 
If used, this set of parameters should supersede VDSL Configuration Parameter 
configurations previously requested for Deployment Scenario and Spectrum Management 
and may not be consistent with configurations for Data Rate Management. 

3 Summary 
 
This Technical Report provides a pointer reference document to the IETF MCM specific 
VDSL MIB[3].  
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